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March 22, 2012

Mayor Gregor Robertson and Ms. Olga Ilich,
Co-chairs, Mayor’s Task Force on Affordable Housing,
City of Vancouver,
453 West 12th Avenue,
Vancouver, BC V5Y 1V4, Canada

Dear Mayor Robertson and Ms. Ilich,

Re: Preliminary findings of Roundtable on Building Form and Design
As Chair of the Roundtable on Building Form and Design, I am pleased to submit this
preliminary report to assist the Task Force in its deliberations. As requested, we have
attempted to identify zoning and building code requirements and other design regulations
that may be unnecessarily adding to the cost of affordable housing.
When I first agreed to participate in this Task Force initiative, a number of people
questioned whether any positive benefits would be forthcoming. They noted that many of
the factors contributing to the cost of housing in Vancouver, such as the high cost of land
and the impacts of foreign investment, are beyond the mandate of the City. However, as
I believe you will note from this report, there is much that the City can do to improve its
zoning and building regulations to encourage the creation of a variety of more affordable
housing forms.
For instance, by modifying the RS zoning, it will be possible to facilitate the development
of smaller, more affordable single family, duplex, semi-detached and coach house homes.
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By creating new ‘transition’ zones, it will be possible for the City to encourage a broader
range of more affordable rowhouse, townhouse and stacked-townhouse units. As you
know, I am particularly keen to see more ‘fee-simple’ rowhouses developed in the City.
By undertaking revisions to the RT (two-family) and C-2 zones, it will be possible to
facilitate an increased supply of more livable housing located close to transit and other
amenities.
By reconsidering parking standards and regulations, minimum suite sizes, and changes to
fire regulations and accessibility standards, additional savings can be realized.
While the City has achieved a high level of recognition for its zoning, planning and
discretionary design requirements, many people believe the competing demands from
various city departments are contributing to a very complex approval process and higher
housing costs. They would like to see the same level of commitment to affordability that
is currently being devoted to sustainability. In this regard, it is suggested that the City
consider appointing an Ombudsman to adjudicate the design conflicts that often arise due
to the different values and requirements of City departments.
Finally, while many may question whether reduced costs will translate into reduced prices,
I am confident that by facilitating an increased housing supply and greater competition
in the marketplace, cost reductions resulting from many of the suggested measures
will ultimately translate into lower prices and more affordable housing choices for the
residents of Vancouver.
Respectfully submitted,

Michael Geller, B.Arch, MAIBC, FCIP
Chair, Roundtable on Building Form and Design
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Purpose and objectives

arrangements

Many factors contribute to the high cost
of housing in Vancouver. They include
the cost of land and construction;
municipal fees and other financing
consideration; and the complex approval
process. Two related considerations are
the costs associated with the regulation
of building form and design, and the
shortage of suitably zoned land for more
affordable housing choices.

•

The Roundtable was chaired by
Michael Geller, a Vancouver based
architect, planner, real estate
consultant and property developer. It
included architects, developers, and
housing officials active in the design
and development of various types of
housing in Vancouver;

•

The group sought input from code
consultants, engineers, real estate
lawyers and other building experts;

•

It liaised with the Architectural
Institute of British Columbia (AIBC)
and the Urban Development Institute
(UDI) and received input from their
members;

•

It consulted with City staff from the
Planning, Building, Housing and
the City Manager’s Office during its
deliberations.

The Roundtable on Building Form and
Design was created to advise the Mayor’s
Affordable Housing Task Force. Its goals
and objectives include the following:

•

•

To identify design and building
code requirements and related
guidelines and procedures that may
be unnecessarily adding to the cost
of housing in Vancouver;
To identify zoning and building code
barriers that may be restricting the
supply of more affordable housing
forms;

•

To review constraints and other
considerations related to the
development of smaller ‘micro-suites’
for rent or for sale; and

•

To identify additional building
form and design issues that may
assist the Task Force in developing
recommendations on how best
to increase the supply of more
affordable housing in Vancouver.

In reviewing some of the comments
received from architects, developers
and other professionals with City staff, it
was noted that one must be careful not
to generalize from specific situations.
Also, there appeared to be many myths
and misconceptions regarding zoning
and building code requirments, and
departmental requirments, that warrant
further review and discussion.
It is intended that the Roundtable’s
final report will more fully address the
applicability of specific concerns and
complaints to the broader context.

Composition and working
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Affordable Housing Priorities

Structure of this report

Affordable housing means different
things to different people. The
Task Force is focussing its efforts
on addressing affordability for low
to middle income households in
Vancouver which ranges from individual
household incomes of $21,500 to
combined household income of $86,500
per year For the purposes of this
report, affordable housing includes
accommodation for:

The types of housing in Vancouver
range from traditional single family
houses to low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise
apartments. In between are a variety of
other housing forms including laneway
housing, secondary suites, rowhouses
and townhouses, semi-detached and
duplex housing, stacked townhouses and
other forms of ground oriented housing,
and housing in mixed-use developments.

•

lower income singles and couples
desperately needing suitable rental
accommodation;

•

singles and couples struggling to buy
their first home in the City;

•

families with children who want to
live in the city rather than have to
move to more suburban locations;
and

•

‘empty-nesters’ and seniors hoping
to ‘downsize’ without having
to leave their long established
neighbourhoods.

This report examines zoning, design
guidelines, and building code regulations
and ‘barriers’ related to these different
forms of housing. Where appropriate, it
sets out items for further consideration.
It also includes additional matters for
‘Special Consideration’ by the Task
Force in its immediate and longer term
deliberations. These include:

•

Obstacles to the development of the
walk-up apartment and other modest
forms of housing similar to those
built throughout Vancouver in the
past;

•

The impact of parking regulations on
the cost of housing

•

The impact of green building
regulations that have been developed
as part of Vancouver’s strategy to
become the Greenest City in the
world by 2020;

•

A review of competing demands
from City Hall departments arising
from different values related to
building form and design, which
often result in unnecessary costs and
an extended approval process.

•

Innovative design ideas to encourage
the retention of Vancouver’s
significant stock of older rental
housing.
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Danielson Grove, Kirkland, WA - Rosschapin Architects

a.

Zoning, Building Code Regulations and
Design Guidelines impacting lower density
forms of housing
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a.1 single family housing
• Most new single family houses
in Vancouver are not affordable.
However, the City now permits
secondary suites and laneway
houses resulting in the potential for
three dwelling units on most single
family lots. This is significant and
has resulted in a gentle increase in
FSR from 0.6 to approximately 0.73.

• However, smaller more affordable

Large house with 3 or 4 car garage on one single
lot

houses sized under1200 square
feet, similar to those built after
the war, are rarely developed.
This is primarily due to the City’s
Subdivision and Zoning Bylaws that establish minimum lot
widths and sizes, and the building
industry’s reluctance to build less
than the maximum permitted FSR.

• In the past, successful ‘skinny

It’s time to consider alternatives to larger
conventional single family housest

houses’ have been built on 16 and
a half foot lots. Some would like
the City to permit the subdivision
of existing 33 foot lots in half,
or see 50 foot lots divided into
three. Others advocate for a higher
allowable FSR. However, a more
cautious approach may be a more
successful way to gently densify
single family neighbourhoods.

• In some neighbourhoods, larger
older houses are being demolished
and replaced by a new dwelling
along with a basement suite
and laneway house. Given the
sustainability benefits of retaining
older buildings, it may be
advantageous to allow the strata-title
subdivision of larger single family
houses into two or more units.

Many existing houses are being demolished and
replaced with a new house, basement suite and
laneway house
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considerations
To encourage the construction of smaller
single family houses and other housing
suitable for families with children, and
empty-nesters and seniors wishing to
remain in their neighbourhoods, the
city should consider, on a selective pilot
project basis, three different initiatives in
appropriate neighbourhoods:
1. Subdivision of 50 foot and wider

lots into lots with a minimum width
of 25’. While secondary suites might
be permitted, laneway housing
would be prohibited on the smaller
lots.
2. As an alternative to a larger

dwelling, and two rental suites, the
City should permit three smaller
units for sale, provided that the
total area is no greater than that
permitted under the current zoning.
This could result in smaller, more
affordable family-oriented single
family houses, duplexes, triplexes
and/or coach houses.
3. In neighbourhoods with larger older

houses, the City should consider
allowing strata-title subdivision of
single family properties into two
or three units, provided suitable
upgrading and safety measures are
put in place.

Hollyburn Mews in West Vancouver comprises
three new homes on a single family lot

A good example of three unit building on a single
corner lot

An example of a new home on a 25 foot lot in
Seattle
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A.2 Secondary Suites
•

•

Secondary or basement suites often
provide the most affordable rental
housing in the city. Regulations
governing basement suites in single
family houses have recently been
modified to facilitate more livable
units. Generally, only one basement
suite is legally permitted in a
dwelling, although in some instances,
it might be feasible to have two
separate suites under a dwelling.
The city also allows ‘lock-off’ suites
in multi-family housing in certain
zones. These smaller suites can
resemble en-suite bedrooms, but
include separate compact cooking
facilities. However, few have been
built. Further investigation is needed
to determine why more units have
not been built.

Considerations
4. To increase the supply of more

affordable rental suites, the city
should allow secondary suites in
duplex and townhouse/rowhouse
developments;
5. To encourage more lock-off suites,

the City should investigate why
more units have not been built
and reconsider its minimum size
requirement and other design and
building concerns that may be
restricting their development.
6. Noting that in many situations it is

cost effective to add a basement
suite in a single family house, the
City should consider allowing an
additional secondary suite in lieu of
a laneway house.
7. The City should also review

whether having a building with
three units would be deemed
a ‘multi-family building’ with
resulting higher code standards and
additional costs

Many older homes have ‘mortgage helpers’ in the
basement

Zoning bylaw changes have resulted in improved
designs for secondary suites in new single family
houses

Perkins & Company Architecture and Urban
Design - lock-ff suite at SFU’s UniverCity
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A.3 Laneway Housing (LWH)
•

LWH was intended to create
affordable housing for family
members or for rent. While the
program has been popular and
achieved international attention,
few new units have been completed
for less than $250,000 and rents are
generally $1600 to $2300 a month.

•

Many attribute the higher costs to
the City’s extensive design guidelines
and extremely careful scrutiny of
applications.

•

Most units built to date are one and
a half storeys high with an enclosed
garage that is often designed to
be converted to living space at a
later date. The resulting ‘bulk’ has
often caused some neighbourhood
disapproval. Many would prefer
to see single storey ‘cottage-style’
houses which might be more
accessible for seniors.

•

•

Developers of laneway housing are
seeking regulatory changes to bring
down costs without affecting health
and safety. They would also like the
city to accept pre-approved ‘standard
plans’.

It is much easier to develop laneway houses on
corner lots

Does this garage really need French doors

An attractive laneway house on an internal lot

While LWH results in more expensive
rental units, they could be more
affordable ownership units. Many
people would like to be able to
purchase a laneway house. Since
current zoning regulations only
permit rental dwellings, some
households are entering into ‘Tenants
in Common’ and other complex legal
arrangements in order to ‘purchase’
LWH’s. Vancity even offers a special
mortgage program.
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Considerations
8. As part of the ongoing LWH
program review, in collaboration
with laneway housing designers and
developers, the City should evaluate
those regulations and requirments
that are considered unnecessarily
expensive, such as separate sewer
hook-ups.
9. The City should facilitate and
encourage simpler, single storey
laneway units with carports or open
parking spaces, in addition to the
current designs. While this may
require modifications to setbacks
and limiting distance requirements,
the result could be more accessible,
less expensive and less intrusive
houses.
10. The City should also consider a
pilot program that allows the sale
of a limited number of LWH located
on larger corner lots (50 feet or
wider). Both fee-simple and bare
land strata forms of subdivision
might be tested in neighbourhoods
where neighbours are willing to
support such pilot projects.
11. In order to ensure that the minimum
parking requirement of one space
for three units on a single family lot
is met, the City should take steps
to end the common practice of
designing garage spaces in laneway
houses so that they can be easily
converted to future living space. (ie:
no in-floor radiant heat, no French
doors, no bay windows, etc.)

Efforts should be made to facilitate more single
level cottage style laneway houses

The City should examine ways to reduce the cost of
new laneway houses

Recent typical Laneway Housing in Vancouver, BC

Extra windows are being added to garages in
anticipation of them being converted to additional
living space
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A.4 Duplexes and Semi-detached
Housing
•

Duplexes comprise two separate
dwelling units for sale or rent.
They may be one beside another,
one behind another, or one above
another. Duplexes are generally on
one legal lot and subdivided as strata
units, rather than ‘fee-simple’. They
are usually developed in the various
RT zones in Vancouver.

•

Semi-detached housing comprises
side by side units on separate lots,
with a legal party wall agreement
that provides right of support in
perpetuity for each owner. While
this form of housing is extremely
common in other countries and
Canadian cities, it is very rare in
Vancouver.

•

One of the advantages of duplex and
semi-detached forms of housing is
that they can be designed to appear
like larger single family homes and
easily fit into established single family
neighbourhoods.

•

Semi-detached housing has been built in the UK
and other countries for decades

An assymetrical side by side duplex as large as a
large house from the street.

Duplexes and ‘semis’ can provide
more affordable forms of housing
compared to single family houses.
However, some RT zoned properties
have not been redeveloped since
zoning regulations are deemed
complex and confusing and the
approval process is often much
longer. Moreover, the additional
density permitted in RT zones
compared to RS zones is marginal.
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Considerations
12. To encourage more duplex housing,
the city should review, simplify,
and modify where necessary its RT
zoning regulations. Consideration
should also be given to a modest
increase in the FSR and site
coverage.
13. To facilitate’ fee-simple’ semidetached housing, (and rowhousing
as set out in Chapter B) the
Vancouver Law department should
take measures to allow Party Wall
Agreements similar to those in place
in most other cities and countries
around the world. The Subdivision
By-law should also be modified to
allow narrower lots.
14. To increase the stock of affordable
rental housing, secondary suites
should be permitted in duplex and
semi-detached housing on a pilot
program basis.

Modifications to RT zoning could facilitate more
duplex housing

Legislature changes may need to be made to allow
semi-detached housing on separate lots

15. The City should consider allowing
laneway units in other RT zones,
provided the overall FSR is no
greater than that permitted under
the applicable zoning.

Secondary suites should be considered in duplex
and semi-detached housing

Many new laneway houses are being built as part
of lot redevelopments
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Fee simple row houses in Toronto, ON

B.

Zoning, Building Code Regulations and
Design Guidelines impacting medium
density ground-oriented housing
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B.1 Townhouses, rowhouses and
other medium density
ground-oriented forms
•

Townhouses are usually defined as
attached dwellings that are part of a
condominium development, while
rowhouses are attached fee-simple
individually owned dwellings fronting
onto a public street. As a result,
they are not part of a condominium.
Both can offer highly desirable,
more affordable forms of housing
compared to single family, duplex or
semi-detached housing.

•

While fee-simple rowhousing is often
regarded as the most generic form of
housing in the world, it is not built in
Vancouver for a number of reasons.
These include legal concerns related
to Party Wall Agreements; the need
to subdivide lots below minimum
widths set out in Subdivision By-law;
and the shortage of suitably zoned
land.

•

Similarly, few townhouse projects
are built in Vancouver, especially
when compared with surrounding
municipalities. This is generally due
to the absence of a suitable zoning
category and a shortage of zoned
sites. Consequently, most townhouse
projects must go through a rezoning
process with all the inherent
uncertainties, risks and costs.

•

Considerations
16. To facilitate more affordable
rowhouses, townhouses and other
medium density ground-oriented
housing, the City needs to create
a new zoning category. This zone
could be a ‘transition zone’ between
single family housing and apartment
and mixed-use zones. A suitable
FSR might be in the order of 1.2.
17. To familiarize the public with these
various types of housing, the City
should undertake a variety of pilot
projects around the city. However,
unlike the current ‘Neighbourhood
Demonstration Projects’, the
development of one project should
not prevent the development of
other nearby projects.

An example of a legalized basement suite in a
Calgary townhouse

Densities similar to townhousing
can often be achieved with smaller
ground-oriented developments
comprising three, four or six units
on one lot. This can be a highly
desirable and affordable form of
housing. While popular in other
cities, they are less common in
Vancouver due to the lack of suitably
zoned land.
Row Housing, Pt. Grey, Vancouver, BC
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B.2 Stacked Townhouses
•

Stacked townhousing generally
comprises a three or four level
building with two or more units
stacked above another. Building
designs can include both ‘through
units’ with windows at both ends,
and ‘back-to-back’ units with
windows at one end, not unlike
an apartment. However, unlike
apartments, there are often no shared
corridors or stairs.
While this type of housing is very
popular in Toronto and throughout
Metro Vancouver, especially for
younger singles and couples with
and without children, it is rarely built
in Vancouver.

•

This is not a new form of housing
for Vancouver. Many stacked units
were built in the 70’s along the
South Shore of False Creek and in
neighbouring Fairview Slopes.

•

There are a number of reasons
why this affordable housing form
is rarely built in Vancouver. Firstly,
there is no suitably zoned land. As a
result, stacked townhouses are either
developed within an apartment zone,
or through a rezoning.

An attractive new stacked townhouse development
in Mount Pleasant, Vancouver, BC

•

Another key issue is parking. If
underground, it can be costly,
especially if elevator access is
required. (Developers generally
prefer to build apartments if they
have to build underground parking
and an elevator.) To allow enclosed
parking at grade, parking relaxations
or FSR exclusions may be required.

•

A more critical issue may be
Vancouver’s fire regulations/exiting
requirements that could discourage
stacked units. In one particular
instance, the developer went to
extraordinary lengths to meet fire
safety requirements.

•

While stacked townhouses may not
appeal to everyone, especially given
the number of stairs, the ground
oriented access can make them
particularly attractive to younger
households with children seeking an
alternative to an apartment building.
Other benefits include the potential
for larger units often with roof decks.

Stacked Townhouse - interior courtyard, Verdant,
SFU
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Considerations
18. To encourage and facilitate the
supply of stacked townhouses, the
city should create another suitable
‘transition zone’ and consider the
pre-zoning of appropriately located
properties.
19. The City should also review how
fire safety requirements for stacked
units can be achieved at costs
comparable to low-rise apartments,
noting that in theory it should
be less expensive to meet fire
regulations for units that have direct
access to the outside. ,

21. The City also needs to examine
some of the myths and
misconceptions related to stacked
townhousing and other building
forms. For example, is an elevator
required from underground parking?
Is an elevator required for an
apartment building or can a two
and a half storey walk-up, similar to
those of yesteryear be built today?

20. The City should continue its highlyregarded practice of reducing
parking requirements; however,
it should also modify zoning
regulations if necessary to facilitate
alternatives to costly underground
parking.

Contempary Stacked Townhouse design

Increased density on a lot and back-to-back
Stacked Townhouse development proposal Toronto, ON

Stacked Townhouse, Toronto, ON - with the
elimination of underground parking, extra suites
can be tucked below
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Mixed-use development with C-2 zoning in Kitsilano, Vancouver, BC

c.

Zoning, Building Code Regulations and
Design Guidelines impacting Mixed Use
Developments in C-2 Zones
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c. Mixed Use Developments in C2
Zones
•

•

•

Vancouver has a large supply of C-2
land that could be redeveloped with
new retail and residential uses. Many
point to this as Vancouver’s ‘unused
zoned capacity’ since it is close to
transit and other services. While
successful developments have been
built in recent years, many sites are
likely to remain under-developed
with older one and two storey
buildings for decades to come.
This is due to a number of factors:
the value of the land as commercial
is often so high it is uneconomical
to redevelop for affordable housing
above commercial. Also, narrow
lots are difficult to redevelop and
fragmented ownership makes it
difficult to consolidate properties.
Another challenge is the zoning
regulations and design guidelines. To
achieve the maximum 2.5 FSR in a
four storey building, the unit depth is
often quite deep. If the City applies
the horizontal daylight angle, as it
often does for both livability and
sustainability reasons (although not
always), the rear space can no longer
be occupied legally as a bedroom.

One of a number of successful mixed use
developments along Dunbar Street, Vancouver, BC

•

Another barrier to the redevelopment
of these properties is the challenge
of providing underground parking on
smaller sites.

•

An additional concern is the
requirement that residential units not
encroach within 20 feet of the lane.
This can prevent ground oriented
units which might front onto a lane
in some instances (where servicing
does not interfere with livability) and
result in a better transition to adjacent
residential development.

Considerations
22. Given the significant amount of
‘undeveloped’ C-2 land, the City
should once again revise the zoning
regulations and guidelines to
encourage more projects offering
affordable housing.
23. Particular consideration should
be given to either eliminating
the horizontal daylight angle
requirement, or allowing five or
six storey buildings. The recent
Provincial Building Code change
permitting up to six storeys in wood
frame makes four or five storey
wood frame structures over a one
storey concrete platform technically
feasible and cost effective. This
provision was not in place when the
bylaw was last revised.

Current C-2 zoning magp of Vancouver, BC the City should once again revise the zoning
regulations and guidlelines
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A murphy bed helps make smaller suites in the Burns Block more livable

d.

Case for Smaller Suite Sizes
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D. Case for Smaller Suite Sizes
•

Currently, City bylaws require rental
units to be not less than 320 square
feet and units for sale to be not less
than 398 square feet. However, a
number of projects have received
relaxations to permit smaller suite
sizes.

•

In 1993, VLC Properties developed
600 Drake Street, an affordable rental
building. Sixty four percent of the
units are less than 320 square feet.
While many criticized the project,
(one City Councillor referred to the
suites as coffins) over the years, the
building has been very popular and
achieved full occupancy.

•

•

•

In 2009, the City approved the
concept of self-contained ‘lock-off’
suites within apartments in certain
zones. Lock-offs in existing suites
can be as small as 205 square feet
and 280 square feet in new units.
However, very few have been
constructed.
Recently, considerable media
attention was given to the renovated
Burns Block in the DTES that
provides very small furnished rental
apartments averaging 270 square
feet. While many criticized the small
suite size that was relaxed to facilitate
Heritage preservation, there was a
strong demand from renters. There
is now increased interest from the
development community to build
similar projects.
In other cities, new developments
are being built offering smaller
suites. While many architects and
developers believe the current
standards are appropriate, others
believe the City should have a single
standard for both sale and rental
units that is smaller than the current
bylaw requirements.

Considerations
24. The City should consider approval
of additional pilot projects providing
suites for rent and for sale below
the current minimum standards,
provided such projects incorporate
suitable design features to enhance
flexibility and livability. These
might include built in ‘murphy beds’
and ample closet/storage space.
The buildings should also offer a
higher level of amenity space.
25. It might be appropriate to limit
the size of projects offering suite
sizes below the current minimums
to no more than 60 suites, or limit
the percentage of smaller suites in
larger projects. Noting the need for
larger three and four bedroom suites
in the city, it might be appropriate
to relax minimum suites sizes when
larger family sized suites are offered
in a development.
26. Further study needs to be
undertaken to determine whether
the minimum unit sizes should be
changed. However, based on the
experiences of SFU and UBC where
lock-off suites have been built, and
600 Drake Street, and Burns Blocka
minimum size in the order of 260 to
280 square feet can be quite livable.
27. The City should review whether
to continue to have different
minimum suite sizes for rental and
condominium units, noting this is
currently regarded as a financial
incentive to encourage more rental
housing.

Burns Block, Vancouver, BC
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This older co-op has simple, elegant design, but would it be approved given current design expectations?

e.

Special Considerations
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E.1 Obstacles to more modest
forms of housing
•

Much of Vancouver’s most affordable
housing is found in the simple ‘boxy’
two storey plus basement walk-up
rental and coop apartments built
along city arterials in the 50’s and the
60’s. During the course of this study,
a number of people questioned why
we no longer build these simple,
inexpensive building forms of the
past.

•

There are a number of reasons.
Current fire codes no longer permit
the single central stair that was
so common in these buildings,
despite the fact that buildings are
now sprinklered and built from less
flammable materials. In addition,
accessibility standards may require
elevators, and any at-grade parking
under the building is usually included
in the FSR.

•

More importantly, the simple,
unadorned exteriors are not likely
to be approved by neighbours,
development planners, the Urban
Design Panel and Development
Permit Board.

•

While further research is required
to determine just how much city
regulations and design guidelines add
to the cost of housing, there needs
to be a broad discussion on whether
the public is prepared to reduce
its expectations and trade off more
expensive exterior designs in return
for what could be more affordable
housing.

						
						
A new, modest 6 suite walk-up apartment building
in Calgary
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E.2 Impact of parking regulations
on the cost of housing
•

In recent years, Vancouver has been
very progressive when it comes
to reducing parking requirements.
However, as noted in Chapter C,
many prime sites along commercial
streets are not being redeveloped
because of the challenges of
meeting the City’s on-site parking
regulations. Indeed, the cost of
providing underground parking can
be a very significant factor affecting
affordability, especially on small or
constricted sites.

Older affordable walk-ups often have laneway
garages rather than more expensive underground
parking

It is not just the number of required
parking stalls that adds cost; it is also
how parking lots and garages are
designed. The City needs to allow
more efficient parking solutions
including a higher percentage of
small car parking spaces, tandem
parking, and in some cases reduced
driveways and turning radii.
The City should also consider how to
facilitate at grade enclosed parking,
or possibly above grade parking in
multi-family developments, without it
being included in FSR calculations.

This grade level parking off the lane is much less
expensive to build than underground parking

While resident parking standards
can and should be reduced, the
City may wish to increase both carshare parking and visitor parking
requirements to minimize the impacts
of new developments in certain
neighbourhoods. While residents may
not have cars, visitors often do.
While Vancouver has reduced its parking
requirments, further revisions could improve
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E.3 Impacts of Green Building
Requirements
•

Vancouver wants to be the greenest
city in the world and often boasts
of its requirement that all rezonings
must meet LEED Gold requirements.
The City has also established energy
requirements that are higher than
any other jurisdiction in Canada.
Moreover, a new ASHRAE regulation
will soon be in place that is expected
to further increase the cost of
building in Vancouver.

•

Many architects, engineers and
developers privately complain about
the higher costs they must incur to
meet these standards, but given the
City’s commitment to sustainability,
few complain to the City. Instead,
costs are passed on to purchasers
and renters.

•

However, during consultations with
AIBC and UDI members, the costs
and complications caused by the
City’s enforcement of increasing
green building requirements was
identified as a very major concern.
The issue was not just the cost of
complying with new regulations. It
was also the attendant liabilities that
both developers and consultants are
increasingly reluctant to assume.

•

Of particular concern were the costs
associated with LEED registration and
administration. Many believe there
are better ways to encourage and
measure improved environmental
performance. Another concern is the
oftentimes conflicting requirements
of the Sustainability Group, the
Planning Department, and Building
Department.

•

Further discussions need to
take place between senior City
officials, the Sustainability Group,
representatives of the Canada Green
Building Council and Vancouver’s
most respected sustainability
experts to ascertain the validity
of the concerns regarding the
appropriateness of the City’s
sustainability requirements and
insistence on LEED registration and
administration.

•

Further study is also required
to better determine the actual
costs associated with the various
Sustainability Group requirements
since there is much disagreement
between the opinions of staff and
the development community as to
whether the cost premium is 1% or
3% or significantly more.

The City needs to explore how to offset the higher
up-front costs of sustainable features in new
housing

Canada Green Building Council LEED program
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E.4 Resolution of competing
demands from various
departments
•

Architects and developers repeatedly
noted that conflicting design
requirements between various
city departments are significantly
adding to the time required to
obtain approvals and the cost of
housing. Of particular concern are
the requirements being demanded
by the Sustainability Group, as noted
in section E.3. In many instances,
its requirements conflict with
Building and Plumbing Department
requirements, and on occasion with
Planning Department requirements.

•

The Urban Design Panel was
also singled out for unnecessarily
contributing to housing cost.
Although smaller projects do not
normally go through the UDP, many
projects do. It was not just the
demands from the UDP that were
often considered very arbitrary; it was
also the timing of its demands, noting
that expensive drawings and models
are required and expected before
submissions can be considered by
the Panel.

•

Industry representatives believe the
situation is so serious that it is now
essential that the City appoint an
Ombudsman, if only on an interim
basis, to adjudicate in situations
where direct conflicts between the
requirements of different departments
are causing undue delays and
unnecessary costs.

•

It was suggested that it would be
most beneficial if all City departments
were required to demonstrate the
same commitment to affordability
as they are to sustainability in
the regulation of new housing
developments. This might include
applying an affordability ‘checklist’
like that used to assess the
sustainability of projects.

Vancouver City Hall
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E.5 Innovative design ideas to
encourage the retention of
Vancouver’s significant stock of
older rental housing.
•

Much of Vancouver’s rental stock is
aging and in need of renovations.
Given the overall economics of rental
or ownership housing and pressures
to redevelop sites, incentives are
needed to encourage landlords
to upgrade their buildings. One
approach may be to allow additional
on-site rental housing in exchange
for certain upgrades. Two ideas were
considered during this study.

•

In some instances, it may be
technically feasible to add one or
more penthouse floors on the roof
of a high-rise building in return
for upgrading. These floors could
be constructed with light-weight
steel possibly using modular units.
Additional FSR would most likely
be required, but the benefits may
outweigh any neighbourhood
concerns.

•

Another option might be stacked
‘laneway’ units or new units over
parking areas. In many instances,
there are vacant parking spaces
which could be redeveloped with
rental or ownership housing. A few
pilot projects might be a good way
to assess the broader feasibility of
this idea. Again modular units might
be an efficient way to create this
housing.

W Consideration should be given to permitting
additional suites on roofs of older rental
apartments to help finance renovations

Areas behind older apartments could provide opportunities for multi-family infill housing
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Changes to Vancouver’s zoning bylaws could result in more affordable housing choices

f.

Summary and Conclusions
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F. Summary and Conclusions
There is an increasing need for
affordable housing in Vancouver to serve
a range of households. While many
factors affecting housing affordability
are beyond the control of the City
administration, there is much the City can
do with its zoning by-laws and design
regulations to increase both the supply
and choice of housing. This includes
the creation of new zoning categories,
modified parking requirements, changes
to accessibility standards, approval for
smaller lots and smaller units, changes to
fire regulations, and perhaps relaxation
of certain green building requirements.
As a result of such changes, and others
put forward for consideration in this
report:
•

The homeless and those living in
decrepit SRO’s could benefit from
small new rental units with suite sizes
less than required by the current bylaw. As demonstrated by the success
of 600 Drake Street and the Burns
Block, others will likely chose this
type of housing as well;

•

Singles and couples struggling to
buy their first home could have the
opportunity to purchase a small
laneway house or a suite within an
older house in an established single
family neighbourhood;

•

Households with children wanting
to live in the city could choose
townhouses and stacked townhouses,
rather than have to move to Burnaby,
Richmond or North Vancouver. (One
Vancouver City planner did recently
purchase a stacked townhouse in
North Vancouver because he could
not find one in Vancouver!)

•

Many empty-nesters and seniors
could stay in their existing
neighbourhoods with a variety of
housing choices, including a single
level laneway house; a small duplex
or single family house, a townhouse,
rowhouse or other form of groundoriented housing.

Vancouver’s Zoning Bylaws have changed over the years
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This report sets out more than two
dozen ideas that may warrant further
consideration. Some might be seen
as ‘quick fixes.’ Others will require
considerable time and effort. However,
given the City’s limited resources, trying
to determine which should be the
priorities and where to begin may be
challenging.
From discussions with housing providers
and consultants, architects, and
developers during the course of this
study, a number of priorities seem to
have emerged, as follows:
1. Creation of new ‘transition’
zoning categories to
accommodate townhousing,
stacked townhousing and higher
density ground oriented housing
There is a need to modify existing
RT zones and develop new
‘transition zones’ that could facilitate
the development of rowhouses,
townhouses, stacked townhouses and
other forms of higher density ground
oriented housing, appealing to those
not wanting to live in an apartment,
but unable to afford a single family
house.

Prime locations for such zones
include the non-commercial portions
of many arterial roads, and the
blocks between C-2 and nearby
single family zones. Over time,
zones accommodating higher density
ground oriented housing could
extend into other suitably located
single family areas such as those
around transit nodes,parks and
community centres.
2. Modifications to C-2 Zoning
The C-2 zone has the potential
to provide a significant amount
of well-located affordable rental
and ownership housing in close
proximity to transit. One way to
facilitate more affordable and
livable housing would be to allow
height increases from four to five
storeys. Modifications to some
parking requirements could also be
beneficial. Impacts on adjacent single
family neighbourhoods could be
addressed through the creation of the
fore mentioned transition zones.

Vancouver is a city of neighbourhoods all wanting to have a say in their planning future
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3. Create more housing choices in
RS zones
Given that so much of the property
in Vancouver is zoned single family,
the City’s decision to permit three
dwelling units on a single family lot
with a modest increase in FSR is very
significant. It would now seem most
appropriate to further explore other
approaches to create a broader range
of more affordable housing choices
on single family lots.
These might include a triplex
comprising three smaller units for
sale, a duplex combined with a
coach house, or three smaller houses
on a lot. In some instances, by
combining lots, small attractive infill
developments could be developed
within established neighbourhoods.
The resulting housing choices could
appeal to a variety of households.
To promote these opportunities, the
City should initiate a pilot project
program in neighbourhoods around
Vancouver to demonstrate how
smaller units for sale and rent can
be sensitively infilled within existing
neighbourhoods without any increase
in FSR.

4. Appoint an ‘Affordability
Ombudsman’
Finally, there seems to be a
consensus that to address
affordability along with good design,
sustainability, and livability, there is
a need to reconsider expectations.
Most of the affordable housing that
was built in the past would never get
through today’s Urban Design Panel
or Development Permit Board. Nor
would it meet the complex Building
Code interpretations that increasingly
result in disputes between Building
Department staff and Building Code
Consultants.
It is recognized that good quality
building design does not always
mean more expensive design,
and more sustainable housing is
necessary to address climate change
and can be cost effective over
time. However, most architects and
developers interviewed for this study
identified the conflicting values and
demands of the Sustainability Group
and other City departments as major
obstacles to more affordable housing.
This led to the suggestion that an
Ombudsman, with a mandate to
promote affordability be appointed
to resolve the oftentimes competing
demands of various City departments,
the Urban Design Panel, and other
advisory boards. This need not be
a permanent position, but ideally it
could be someone who can ask City
staff “What have we done to help
reduce costs on this project?”

Triplex in Kitsilano Vancouver, BC
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A key overriding issue: Will lower
costs translate into lower prices?
This raises an underlying issue that
needs to be addressed. Throughout the
study process, many people questioned
whether reducing housing costs through
changes to regulations affecting form and
design would necessarily translate into
reduced housing prices.
While this is a question that may more
appropriately be addressed by the
Task Force’s Academic Roundtable,
most people interviewed during this
study believe that without some of the
changes suggested in this report, it will
be difficult to bring down the cost of
housing.
Others pointed out that the best way
to improve affordability is to increase
supply and competition between housing
providers. Many believe that this can
be acheived through less complex
zoning regulations and guidelines,
and a more collaborative approach by
Building Department officials will result
in more developers wanting to build in
Vancouver. This, combined with more
suitably zoned land will lead to greater
supply and competition.

In conclusion
Hopefully, this report has identified
issues that warrant further discussion
and investigation by City Hall staff,
architects, developers, other housing
providers. These include the many myths
and misconceptions such as when is an
elevator required, or whether at grade
garages are included in FSR calculations.
It is further hoped that this report
will contribute to a better and
more constructive dialogue with
neighbourhoods who will ultimately
support necessary changes to
Vancouver’s zoning and building
regulations and practices. Only in this
way can Vancouver expect to have
greater housing choice and affordability
throughout the city.

Recent zoning changes have resulted in much
improved secondary suites in basements

An attractive courtyard within the Carrington
Mews, one of the new townhouse developments
along Oak Street, Vancouver, BC
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appendix A: Comments heard from
members of the Architectural
Institute of British Columbia at a
Special Meeting on March 6, 2012
“The city needs to better define its role in
project approval. Some planners are micromanaging design features that should be left
to the architect.”
“There does not seem to be sufficient respect
in the planning department for the experience
and talents of architects.”
“There are too many zoning regulations that
have been adapted and changed over time by
political whim.”
“I’m worried because some city councilors
now want to increase ‘Accessibility
Standards’. They just don’t understand the
design and cost implications of this.”
“There is a need to undertake a
comprehensive review of the various zoning
categories, especially the RT zones that
have become confusing and ineffective in
delivering more affordable housing choices.”
“Every time the city adds a new regulation,
it should be required to eliminate an older
regulation!”
“The purpose of planning is to look forward.
The planning department needs to be more
forward thinking about zoning, rather than
continually basing zoning restrictions on past
situations.”
“The Burns Block development, with its
smaller micro suites, demonstrates an
affordable rental program that is succeeding
because of its good design.”
“Livability should be defined not by square
footage, but by amenity. Livable affordable
housing can be achieved through smaller
suites combined with larger amenity spaces.”
“There is a role for prefabrication in
affordable housing. But it is not necessarily
less expensive unless it can be repeated and
mass produced.”

“Lower development costs only translate into
lower prices when there is sufficient supply
and competition in the marketplace.”
“Small and ‘abnormal’ lots offer unique
opportunities for more affordable housing
and warrant more leniencies in the
application of zoning bylaws.”
“There are too many inconsistencies in the
application of by-laws by different planners
which translates into great difficulty for
architects.”
“The city should ‘pre-certify’ floor plans for
laneway housing and perhaps other housing
types, just like CMHC did after the war.”
“Current set back requirements are often
restrictive, pointless, and outdated when
considering new more affordable forms of
housing - especially front yard setbacks!”
“The RT-10 zone is not working because the
original expectation of lot consolidation
to create alternative housing forms is not
happening.”
“There is often no buffer between high
density and low density zones such as
arterial development and single family
housing behind. The city needs to create new
‘transition zones’.”
“Many departmental demands seem small,
but they all add up. We often feel we’re being
‘nickeled and dimed’ to death, especially by
the sustainability department.”
“Planners should not be exercising their
power based on their own personal tastes.”
“Alternative building types such as stacked
townhouses seem to be punished by excessive
safety requirements to the point that they are
no longer viable or affordable.”
“The city should not penalize progressive
architecture because it’s different!”
“Why does the city keep applying LEED when
there are so many more cost effective ways of
building green? “
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Appendix B: Comments heard
from members of the Urban
Development Institute at a Special
Meeting on March 7, 2012
“The City wants affordable housing, yet every
new requirement is adding to the cost of
housing. ASHRAE 90.1 will be next.”
“The City doesn’t understand the longer
term liability implications of some of its new
sustainability demands. We could well have
another leaky condo situation.”
“Innovate before you regulate.”
“Building department appeals have become
extremely confrontational. It never used to
be like this. We’re supposed to be working
together.”
“We must do something about the Urban
Design Panel. Planners ask for its advice
and the result is a bunch of people adding
unnecessary costs!”
“The sustainability group is running amuck.
It is single-handedly adding significant costs
at a time when we should be reducing costs.”
“The city needs an affordability ombudsman
to review arbitrary decisions that are adding
costly design features.”

“The Province is streamlining its regulations;
the city should start to do the same.”
“The City needs to apply to affordability the
same energy it’s applying to sustainability.”
“There’s a need to undertake a cost-benefit
analysis for each new regulation.”
“Developers will sell for less when the risk is
less.”
“Why must approvals take so much longer in
Vancouver? The City could learn zoning and
approval procedure lessons from Burnaby
and Surrey.”
“The City needs to pre-zone more land for
multi-family developments. This will lead to
greater supply and greater affordability.”
“The City should be offering incentives
for more sustainable buildings…like CAC
reductions. Instead we get costly regulations.”
“The City should conduct an audit on the
cost implications of each department’s
requirements.”
“If price is important, then relax the design
regulations!”
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